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SPARX' XXI
“SPARX is IMI Bhubaneswar’s endeavour to
foster the finest brains of India in its flagship
management fest. SPARX empowers the
students with understanding of contemporary
business world and the way it is going to
unveil itself in days to come. It is a single-day
management-event Read More...

LEADERSHIP TALK WITH IBM
IMI Bhubaneshwar had an immense pleasure
on having Mr. Siddhartha Sarkar as a guest
speaker. Mr. Sarkar is a business executive
with 17 years of experience in hunting global
captive logos and fuelling growth of brands
like: IBM, Wipro, Technosoft, Ciber, Satyam
and a few others. Read More...

ROUNDTABLE CONCLAVE
IMI Bhubaneswar had organized a round
table conclave with several industry experts on
4th September, 2021 sharing their insights on
Leading Teams in the Digital World. Prof.
Ramesh Behl and Prof . Pallavi Pandey
welcomed and introduced the panel members.
Read More...

LEADERSHIP TALK- V GUARD
INDUSTRIES PVT. LTD.
To equip ourselves for the dynamic business
world, a leadership talk with Mr. John
Mathew Sebastian, Head of Talent
Acquisition and Employee Relations, V-Guard
Industries Limited was organized by the
Placement Committee of IMI Bhubaneswar.
Read More...

CORPORATE TALK- SPORJO
On 11th September IMI Bhubaneswar had
the opportunity to invite Kanika Sethi - the
head of business development at SPORJO as
a speaker for the ongoing corporate talk.
With an aim to understand the sports
ecosystem in India, this webinar was
conducted on careers in sports industry
Read More...

JOB SEEKERS TOWARDS
PROVIDING JOP PROVIDERS
We think the timing of this article is apt as
final and summer placements are going on in
full swing on campus. Each one of you are
busy preparing your CV, taking mock
interviews, and participating in selection
process of companies. Read More...

NEXT GENERATION
WORKPLACES
Are we heading towards jobless future? – or
as Stanford University’s Jerry Kaplan says in
his best-selling book, it won’t be long before
“humans need not apply.” Future is
uncertain. The jobs which are existing today
will seize to create opportunities for the
jobseekers. Read More...
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